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I asked Martyn from ABM Pest Control to write a for me the
first guest blog post for Wade Environmental, and with that he
regaled me with the following story from over the recent
Jubilee Weekend.

With the Jubilee celebrations only days away, a retired
Mansfield couple start to prepare their bungalow and gardens
for an entertaining weekend ahead. With baking underway
and bunting to add to the enclosed rear garden, the next few
days were set to be a memorable event.
Saturday approaching mid-day a test run was planned outside
as the sun steadily peaked with hardly a cloud to spoil.
Access was made out back with adequate seating for the
disabled lady who thoroughly enjoyed her passion for her
garden with ample plants in full blossom for this very special
occasion.
Within moments of enjoying the scene and taking in the team
efforts, the couple were visiting by a passing swarm of honey
bees. Unaware of what was about to happen the couple were
both amazed and most petrified as the situation quickly
became quite dramatic. With the entire garden full with bees
in the air the couple made a speedy retreat back inside. 
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Wild Honey Bees swarm in for Jubilee celebrations.
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With a controlled panic and never having
experienced this before they thought they
needed Pest Control. 
Frantically trying for urgent help on a bank
holiday they contacted the local council
who replied, "sorry we do not touch bees".
Eventually the swarm decided to land and
ingress into one of the gardens chimney
pot which had a plant pot on top forming
an ideal void for which bees seem to love
to occupy. Not being comfortable sat with
bees so close, the outdoor celebrations
were restricted to inside only until a
resolution could be suitable found.

Three days later they eventually found us
at Mansfield Honey Bees from keywords
on my website stating how we save bees,
relocate and rehome but not exterminate.
With 24 swarms collected from the
Mansfield area in just over two weeks, this
season is by far, the busiest in my 7 years
being a bee keeper. Being part of the local
bee group (Chesterfield & District
Beekeepers Association) and sitting on the
committee, we are trying to promote this
new increasing trend of people keeping
bees at home with little or no
understanding of the bee’s biology. 
By having the correct knowledge and
training, bee keepers will be able to spot
signs of congestion to which is one of a
few reasons why bees decide to swarm. 

After attending to find the bees now
established within the chimney pot garden
ornament, the decision was made not
remove the colony and cause unnecessary
stress but to in fact remove the pot and
bees leaving them sealed inside so I can
relocate them at a suitable site miles away
to continue their mission within their
chosen home.
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